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We live in a time where the world is constantly 
evolving. In a rush to catch the 'Trend Train', so often, 
quality suffocates the most! Whoever propagated that 
trendy is being weighed down by old-school methods, 
and is in effect losing its moment of shine, has clearly 
not had a rendezvous with us!

Design Quarry, incepted to challenge this notion, is 
proud to be rooted with traditional crafts, materials, 
and ideas while bringing something bespoke to the 
table. Every single time! Just like a quarry presents a 
unique stone in every excavation.

Other than producing spectacular handcrafted inlays 
and creating limitless possibilities of marble tiles, 
Design Quarry introduces CONCRETE WORKS to you 
here.



At Concrete Works, we use decorative concrete that is, 
basically, a coating of concrete capable of adapting to 
any surface. It can be executed on oors, walls, 
ceilings, bathrooms, terraces, facades, furniture, etc.; 
your visualization is our inspiration! It lends character 
to modern and minimalist spaces, at the same time, 
brings discreet sophistication with classic, rustic or 
antique nishes to existing property.

With a minimum thickness (1 to 2.5mm) and high 
adhesion, Concrete Works has the perfect decorative 
solution to avoid noisy works. We achieve continuous 
coatings with no joints and limitless extension. The 
product also ensures maximum functionality and 
aesthetic!

Owing to its character and technical advantages, it is a 
great alternative for renovations too. This is a product 
trending across the world right now; however, it comes 
with an assured longevity without a hidden asterisk!

We love to add new products and designs to our wide 
portfolio. Continuous research and development is the 
highlight at The Concrete Works. Working with the 
best of architects and interior designers across the 
country allows us to expand our thinking and 
creativity; they pose questions and our Creative Lab 
answers them!

Let us together bring forth the magic of ingenuity!
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For any surface that needs to be covered, renovated or 
created from zero, Conrete Works’ Versatile Series imparts 
an extremely sophisticated effect with great architectural 
value through cement based finishes. Our Versatile Series 
comprises of  TURMALINA and KIT CONCRETE 
(Microtopping).

Though applied at reduced thickness of 2-2.5 mm, 
Turmalina and Kit Concrete adhere firmly to the underlying 
surface. Hence, they are perfect for private homes, 
businesses, showrooms or exterior areas, be it for pool side 
or restaurant, store or shopping center. They are equally 
perfect for coating vertical surfaces, such as plasterboard 
walls or masonry on stairs, in bathrooms, showers, and 
many more.

The possibilities of our Versatile Series are infinite!

APPLICATION
Microtopping coating is a seamless coating of an existing 
surface. The base material is concrete mortar in a powder 
form. The concrete is mixed on site with polymer and 
applied with a trowel across the surface. Four coats (Two 
Base Coats and Two Finish Coats) of concrete are applied 
over an appropriate base. To seal the porosity of concrete, 
it is nished with two layers of a PU based sealer. Various 
colours can be achieved by adding stainers to the mixture. 

WARRANTY
There is a three-year warranty against cracking and fading, 
provided the base stays intact.

VERSATILE SERIES



TURMALINA is a continuous coating that perfectly 
emulates the mineral, characterized by its chromatic 
versatility and energetic strength.

Minerals are one of the most fashionable elements in 
indoor decoration; Turmalina gifts this advantage!

VERSATILE SERIES

Star Dust (Smooth) 

Galaxy Black (Rough)

Midnight Black (Smooth)
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VERSATILE SERIES

KIT CONCRETE (or Microtopping) is an upgrade of 
the traditional method of concrete coating, also known as 
IPS (Indian Patent System) or 'ghotai'. 

IPS had 4 major issues – 
Ÿ  It always developed cracks, immediately or in the near 

future
Ÿ  There needed to be break-joins to cater to the 

expansion and contraction of concrete
Ÿ The layer needed to be atleast 50mm to get strength, 

which meant it is impossible to do in renovations and 
flats, which had multiple floors as it would add lot of 
weight to the structure

Ÿ IPS needed to be cured for atleast 21 days before it is 
ready to use

All the above issues have been handled in Microtopping 
Concrete. It is a seamless application, without the need of 
any break joins. The polymer allows the concrete to expand 
and contract and hence doesn't crack. It is thin layer of 
2mm, which binds firmly to the base available. It is a self-
curing material and is ready to use the next day!

Microtopping is quick to install, imparts depth, light and 
harmony to any space!.
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COLOURS (Kit Concrete)

Stone Grey

Rosy Pink

Brick RedSalmon Pink

Sunset YellowCharcoal Grey

Steel GreyTimeless GreyMoonlight White

Ever Green PistachioCool Blue

Wheat Bran

Sand Dune Oatmeal



COLOURS (Indian Kit Concrete)

Moti White Kotah Green

Raakh Grey

Saavan GreySaletee Grey

Biskut
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For any surface that needs to be covered, renovated or 
created from zero, Concrete Works’ Wall Series imparts an 
extremely sophisticated effect with great architectural 
value through cement based finishes. Our Wall Series 
comprises of ECOCEMENT, POROCRET  and  RUSTIC.

Though applied at a negligible thickness of 1mm, 
EcoCement adheres firmly to the underlying surface. As the 
name suggests, the Wall Series is recommended only for 
vertical surfaces. Hence, it can be used on wardrobe 
shutters, ceilings, walls, etc. in private homes. showrooms, 
restaurants, shopping centers, and others.

Concrete Works’ Wall Series can be personalized to suit a 
style or a particular colour scheme in addition to its 
trademark cloudy or water-like effect.

The possibilities of our Wall Series are infinite!

WALL SERIES



ECOCEMENT is a decorative application of concrete that 
creates a beautiful continuous surface.

Though natural concrete, it is a thin layer that saves further 
increasing the thickness of walls. With its infinite colour 
possibilities, it can be personalized to your own style. 
EcoCement is a cost effective yet impactful solution! 

APPLICATION
EcoCement coating is a seamless coating of an existing 
surface. The base material is concrete mortar in a powder 
form. The concrete is mixed on site with polymer and 
applied with trowel across the surface. Three coats of 
concrete are applied over an appropriate base. To seal the 
porosity of concrete, it is nished with two layers of PU 
based sealer. Various colours can be achieved by adding 
stainers to the mixture. 

WARRANTY
There is a three-year warranty against cracking and fading, 
provided the base stays intact.
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ECOCEMENT COLOURS

Cold SeaLatte

Sepia

Black BeautyNatural Grey

Cappuccino

Peach TrufflePearl IvorySlate Grey

Iceberg Dove Grey Monsoon GreyBone White

Terracotta

Suede Blue

Sky Blue Menthol Blue

Forest Green

Candy Orange

AlphonsoParakeet Green

Rust Orange



POROCRET is an innovative continuous coating that 
combines the nobility of exposed concrete with the 
elegance of decorative cement. The natural pinholes (big, 
medium or small) make it look classy, Yet rugged

It can be used for vertical surfaces and furniture surfaces.

WALL SERIES

Elephant Grey 

New Moon 



WALL SERIES

RUSTIC is a continuous coating of coarse-grain size 
concrete and granules. It is a seamless application that can 
be used for bathroom walls, and any other vertical 
applications. 

It is quick to install and has high abrasion resistance. It's 
semi-rough texture makes it a great choice for creating 
rustic surfaces quickly with natural effect.

 Rustic White

 Rustic Taupe

Rustic Gravel
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MICROTERRAZZO is all about going back to old-
times with a touch of modernity! 

Microterrazzo is seamless application in the thickness of 
2mm and 4mm over an existing surface. Microterrazzo is a 
mix of concrete with stone chips or glass chips alongwith 
aggregates and polymers to give the effect of Mosiac Tiles/ 
Terrazzo ooring. It gives a modern twist to it by going 
seamless and not having any joins.

It is natural and comes in various colours and 
combinations. It can be used on oors, walls, bathrooms, 
sinks, furniture etc. 

MICROTERRAZZO



Crystal 2mm

Colours 4mm

Black 4mm

Crystal 4mm

Red 4mm

MICROTERRAZZO



MICROTERRAZZO
(as per order)



Topaz 4mm

Green 4mm

Blue 4mm

Ruby 4mm

MICROTERRAZZO
(as per order)



Emerald 4mm

Golden 4mm

Lilac 4mm

Marine 4mm

MICROTERRAZZO
(as per order)



Pistachio 4mm

Blood 4mm

Lemon 4mm

Azurite 4mm

Kryptonite 4mm

MICROTERRAZZO
(as per order)
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For any surface that needs to be covered, renovated or 
created from zero, Concrete Works’ Decor Series imparts 
an extremely sophisticated effect with great architectural 
value through stylish cement based finishes. Comprising of 
various METALS like - Acero, Aluminium, Brass, Bronze, 
Corten Steel, and CLAY series our Decor Series holds an 
array of choices.

Concrete Works’ Decor Series has the potential to liven up 
any space with it’s unique effects and textures. It fuels 
creativity to unleash wonders.

Though applied at reduced thicknesses of 2-2.5 mm, the 
Decor Series adheres firmly to the underlying surface. 
Hence, they are perfect for private homes, businesses, 
showrooms or exterior areas. They are equally perfect for 
coating vertical surfaces.

The possibilities of our Decor Series are infinite!  

DECOR SERIES 



DECOR SERIES 

Acero  

Acero Oxidised



DECOR SERIES 

Aluminum

Brass

Bronze



DECOR SERIES 

Bioclay Thick

Bioclay Crack



DECOR SERIES 

White Gunny 
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TCW-CN 03

TCW-CL 07

TCW-CN 01

TCW-TR 05

TCW-EC 07

TCW-CL 03

TCW-CN 05

TCW-CL 02

TCW-EC 03

SEAMLESS 
PATTERNS 
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HEAD OFFICE: 40, Ambegaon BK, Near Hotel Silver 
Star, Opp D-Mart, Pune 411046

Bangalore I Chennai I Delhi I Hyderabad I Jaipur I Mumbai


